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(54) Information management method and information management apparatus

(57) An information management method to be exe-
cuted by a computer (10), the information management
method including: accepting a registration request in-
cluding information in which latitude and longitude are
included, and correspondence information correspond-
ing to the position information; generating a character

string by alternately arraying corresponding characters
of the latitude and longitude, either for all characters or
for a least-significant portion of the latitude and longitude;
and storing the correspondence information in a storage
unit in a manner correlated with the character string as
a key.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an information
management method and an information management
apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] There is a search service wherein latitude and
longitude are collected and managed as position infor-
mation of mobile devices or facilities or the like to perform
search as to the position information. The mobile devices
mentioned here are in-vehicle devices, cellular phones,
tablet-type terminals, or the like. The mobile devices are
principally movable terminals having a communication
function taking advantage of a mobile communication
network, or devices or persons carrying such a terminal.
Examples of the contents of the search service include
a service such as search for a mobile group included in
a certain range (e.g., within a facility) disclosed in Japa-
nese Laid-open Patent Publication No. 2007-41189.

SUMMARY

[0003] According to an aspect of the invention, there
is provided an information management method to be
executed by a computer, the information management
method including: accepting a registration request in-
cluding information in which latitude and longitude are
included, and correspondence information correspond-
ing to the position information; generating one character
string by alternately arraying one character of the latitude
and another one character of the longitude, each of the
one character and the other one character is in a same
digit regarding all of the digits of each of the latitude and
the longitude, or some digits from the least significant
digit of each of the latitude and the longitude; and storing
the correspondence information in a storage unit in a
manner correlated with the character string as a key. In
other words a character string is generated by alternately
arraying characters at some or all of corresponding po-
sitions in the latitude and longitude.
[0004] Accordingly, it is an object in one aspect of em-
bodiments to provide a technique that manages position
information while securing practical search performance.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of an information management system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure;
[0006] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a hardware con-
figuration example of an information management appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
[0007] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a function con-

figuration example of an information management appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure;
[0008] FIG. 4 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of generation processing for
a position key;
[0009] FIG. 5 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of registration processing of
mobile information;
[0010] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
specifying method of the rectangular regions making up
a range of a mobile device;
[0011] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
data structure of size information;
[0012] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a mobile information storage unit;
[0013] FIGs. 9A and 9B are flowcharts for describing
an example of a processing procedure of generation
processing for the position key of each normalized cell
making up a rectangular region group;
[0014] FIGs. 10A and 10B are flowcharts for describing
an example of a processing procedure of generation
processing for the position key of each normalized cell
making up a rectangular region group;
[0015] FIG. 11 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of generation processing for
the position key of each normalized cell making up a rec-
tangular region group;
[0016] FIGs. 12A and 12B are flowcharts for describing
an example of a processing procedure of generation
processing for the position key of each normalized cell
making up a rectangular region group;
[0017] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a rectangular region group;
[0018] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of
division to a cell group of a rectangular region;
[0019] FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing a minimal
rectangular region including all of specified rectangular
regions;
[0020] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example of
cells in integrated grain-size CSIZE increments deter-
mined in an inclusion region;
[0021] FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an example of
integration results of cell groups straddling a specified
rectangular region;
[0022] FIG. 18 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of search processing for mo-
bile information;
[0023] FIG. 19 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of generation processing of a
search key corresponding to a search range;
[0024] FIG. 20 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of generation processing of a
position key for searching a mobile device including a
search range;
[0025] FIG. 21 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of search processing of a mo-
bile device that a search range includes;
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[0026] FIG. 22 is a diagram for describing significance
of forward agreement with a search key;
[0027] FIGs. 23A and 23B are flowcharts for describing
an example of a processing procedure of search process-
ing of a mobile device in which a search range is included;
[0028] FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of a management table;
[0029] FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an example
wherein a single round-off search key is common to mul-
tiple original search keys;
[0030] FIGs. 26A, 26B, 26C, and 26D are diagrams
illustrating a first specific example of search processing
of mobile information;
[0031] FIGs. 27A, 27B, 27C, and 27D are diagrams
illustrating a second specific example of search process-
ing of mobile information;
[0032] FIGs. 28A, 28B, 28C and 28D are diagrams il-
lustrating a third specific example of search processing
of mobile information;
[0033] FIGs. 29A, 29B, 29C and 29D are diagrams il-
lustrating a fourth specific example of search processing
of mobile information;
[0034] FIGs. 30A, 30B, 30C and 30D are diagrams il-
lustrating a fifth specific example of search processing
of mobile information;
[0035] FIGs. 31A, 31B, 31C and 31D are diagrams il-
lustrating a sixth specific example of search processing
of mobile information; and
[0036] FIGs. 32A, 32B, 32C and 32D are diagrams il-
lustrating a seventh specific example of search process-
ing of mobile information.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0037] The present inventor has studied collecting and
managing latitude and longitude as position information
such as mobile devices, facilities, and so forth, and pro-
viding a high-speed search service regarding the position
information. It can be conceived to employ a RDB (Re-
lational Database) as a management tool of position in-
formation such as mobile devices, facilities, and so forth.
For example, it can be conceived to register an ID and
position information of a mobile device, facility, or the like
in the RDB as attributes of the mobile device, facility, or
the like.
[0038] However, in this case, for example, when con-
sidering to search for a mobile group included in a certain
range, this range has to be compared with position infor-
mation of all of records. As described above, not only
in-vehicle devices to installed in a vehicle but also termi-
nals carried by people are also included in mobile devices
to be managed. Accordingly, the number of records ex-
tends to several tens of millions, or may exceed several
tens of millions. Therefore, it can be conceived that it is
difficult to obtain practical search performance by com-
paring the position information of all of the records and
a certain range.
[0039] However, in order to improve search perform-

ance, it can be conceived to create an index regarding
position information. However, in this case, the position
information of a mobile device changes every moment,
and accordingly, it can be conceived that rearrangement
of the index frequently may occur to increase processing
load due to this rearrangement up to an unignorable ex-
tent.
[0040] Therefore, a technique disclosed in the present
embodiment manage position information while securing
practical search performance.
[0041] Hereafter, an embodiment of the present dis-
closure will be described based on the drawings. FIG. 1
is a diagram illustrating a configuration example of an
information management system according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. With an information
management system 1 in the drawing, multiple mobile
terminals 20 such as mobile terminals 20a, 20b, and 20c
and so forth, and an information management apparatus
10 are configured so as to communicate via a mobile
communication network or the like, for example.
[0042] The mobile terminals 20 are employed for rec-
ognizing the position of a mobile device serving as an
object to be managed. Accordingly, the mobile terminals
20 are suitably movable terminals having a communica-
tion function taking advantage of a mobile communica-
tion network, and a GPS (Global Positioning System)
function such as in-vehicle devices, cellular phones,
smart phones, tablet-type terminals, or the like. The mo-
bile devices mentioned here are subjects for moving the
mobile terminals 20, such as vehicles in which the mobile
terminal 20 is installed, persons carrying the mobile ter-
minal 20, and so forth. However, the mobile terminals 20
themselves may be recognized as mobile devices. Also,
even objects to which a device for measuring a position
is not installed, such as typhoons, rain clouds, thunder-
heads, fronts, or the like, can be comprehended as being
mobile devices if the position thereof can externally be
observed or measured.
[0043] The information management apparatus 10 is
a computer for managing position information and so
forth regarding the mobile devices, or facilities or areas
which are not illustrated. The position information is in-
formation regarding latitude and longitude. Multiple com-
puters may make up the information management appa-
ratus 10. Information that the information management
apparatus 10 manages may be searched using the mo-
bile terminals 20. Alternatively, the information thereof
may be searched from a fixed terminal, such as a PC
(Personal Computer) or the like. Note that the areas may
be certain ranges such as administrative districts, or may
be ranges that are optionally defined.
[0044] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a hardware con-
figuration example of an information management appa-
ratus according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. The information management apparatus 10 in FIG.
2 includes a drive device 100, an auxiliary storage device
102, a memory device 103, a central processing unit
(CPU) 104, an interface device 105, and so forth which
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are mutually connected by a bus B.
[0045] A program for realizing processing at the infor-
mation management apparatus 10 is provided with a re-
cording medium 101. Upon the recording medium 101 in
which the program is recorded being set to the drive de-
vice 100, the program is installed in the auxiliary storage
device 102 from the recording medium 101 via the drive
device 100. However, installation of the program does
not necessarily have to be performed from the recording
medium 101, and the program may be downloaded from
another computer via a network. The auxiliary storage
device 102 stores the installed program, and also stores
files, data, and so forth.
[0046] In the event of having received a program acti-
vation instruction, the memory device 103 reads out the
program from the auxiliary storage device 102 and stores
this. The CPU 104 executes a function according to the
information management apparatus 10 in accordance
with the program stored in the memory device 103. The
CPU 104 is one example of a processor. The interface
device 105 is employed as an interface for connecting to
a network.
[0047] Note that examples of the recording medium
101 include portable-type recording media such as
CD-ROM, DVD discs, USB memory, and so forth. Also,
examples of the auxiliary storage device 102 include an
HDD (Hard Disk Drive), flash memory, and so forth. Any
of the recording medium 101 and auxiliary storage device
102 is equivalent to a computer-readable recording me-
dium.
[0048] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a function con-
figuration example of the information management ap-
paratus according to an embodiment of the present dis-
closure. In the drawing, the information management ap-
paratus 10 includes a service section 11 and a low-level
section 12.
[0049] The low-level section 12 provides, of an infor-
mation management function at the information manage-
ment apparatus 10, a substrate-like or basic function to
the service section 11. Accordingly, basically, a client of
the low-level section 12 is the service section 11. The
service section 11 takes advantage of a function provided
by the low-level section 12 to realize an applied function,
thereby providing a service to the mobile terminals 20
and so forth. Accordingly, basically, clients of the service
section 11 are the mobile terminals 20 and so forth. Note
that the function of the low-level section 12 can be used
via an API (Application Program Interface) that the low-
level section 12 has.
[0050] The low-level section 12 includes a registration
request receiving section 121, an ID time key generating
section 122, a position key generating section 123, a reg-
istration section 124, a search request accepting section
125, a search condition generating section 126, a search
request section 127, and so forth. These sections are
realized by processing that a program installed in the
information management apparatus 10 causes the CPU
104 to execute. The low-level section 12 also includes

mobile information storage unit 131, a facility information
storage unit 132, an area information storage unit 133,
and so forth. These storage units can be realized by em-
ploying a storage device to be connected to the auxiliary
storage device 102 or information management appara-
tus 10 via the network, or the like.
[0051] The mobile information receiving section 121
successively receives position information, attribute in-
formation, and so forth of a mobile device. Hereafter, the
position information and attribute information and so forth
of a mobile device will be referred to as mobile informa-
tion. The mobile information is received at suitable timing
for each of the mobile terminals 20. For example, the
mobile information receiving section 121 receives mobile
information for each certain cycle, or each time the po-
sition of a mobile terminal changes by certain amount.
The mobile information may directly be received from the
mobile terminals 20 via a mobile communication network,
or may directly be obtained or received by another com-
puter system for managing the mobile information. In the
case of the latter, the other computer system does not
have to be restricted to one type. Examples of the other
computer system include a computer system which pro-
vides a telematics service.
[0052] Note that timing when the mobile information
receiving section 121 obtains mobile information may dif-
fer for each of the mobile terminals 20. That is to say,
with regard to all of the mobile terminals 20, mobile in-
formation at the same date and time does not have to be
received.
[0053] The registration accepting section 122 accepts
a registration request for facility information or a regis-
tration request for area information from the service sec-
tion 11. The facility information includes the position in-
formation and attribute information of a facility. The area
information includes the position information and at-
tribute information of an area. That is to say, the regis-
tration request accepting section 122 makes up a portion
of an API that the low-level section 12 provides. However,
the registration request accepting section 122 may obtain
facility information or area information or the like from
another computer system.
[0054] The position key generating section 123 gener-
ates a key regarding the mobile information received by
the mobile information receiving section 121, or the fa-
cility information or area information accepted by the reg-
istration request accepting section 122. The key men-
tioned here is a key in KVS (Key-Value Store). That is to
say, with the present embodiment, mobile information,
facility information, and area information are managed
with KVS. Note that, with the present embodiment, a key
is generated based on latitude and longitude of the po-
sition of a mobile device, facility, or area. This key will be
referred to as "position key".
[0055] The registration section 124 registers mobile in-
formation, facility information, or area information, corre-
lated by a position key generated by the position key
generating section 123, in the mobile information storage
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unit 131, facility information storage unit 132, or area in-
formation storage unit 133.
[0056] The mobile information storage unit 131 is a
KVS-type database in which mobile information is stored
in a manner correlated with a position key. The facility
information storage unit 132 is a KVS-type database in
which facility information is stored in a manner correlated
with a position key. The area information storage unit 133
is a KVS-type database in which area information is
stored in a manner correlated with a position key.
[0057] The search request accepting section 125 ac-
cepts a search request for mobile information, facility in-
formation, or area information from the service section
11. The search condition generating section 126 gener-
ates a search condition adapted to search as to the mo-
bile information storage unit 131, facility information stor-
age unit 132, or area information storage unit 133 based
on parameters specified in the search request. More spe-
cifically, one or more position keys are generated by the
search condition generating section 126 based on the
parameters specified in the search request. The search-
ing section 127 performs search for mobile information,
facility information, or area information using the position
key generated by the search condition generating section
126.
[0058] Hereafter, a processing procedure that the in-
formation management apparatus 10 executes will be
described. First, generation processing for a position key
will be described.
[0059] FIG. 4 is a flowchart for describing an example
of a processing procedure of generation processing for
a position key. Though this processing procedure is a
processing procedure called up from an upper process-
ing procedure at the time of generation or search of mo-
bile information or the like, this processing procedure will
be described prior to the upper processing procedure for
convenience of description.
[0060] In step S301, the position key generating sec-
tion 125 converts each of latitude and longitude to be
processed from a numeric value to a character string.
Accordingly, a latitude character string and a longitude
character string are generated. The latitude character
string mentioned here is a character string indicating lat-
itude. The longitude character string mentioned here is
a character string indicating longitude. For example, let
us say that latitude and longitude to be processed are
(35.5678, 139.1234). In this case, the latitude character
string is "35.5678", and the longitude character string is
"139.1234". Note that let us say that the range of latitude
is +90 degrees (north latitude) through -90 degrees
(south latitude). That is to say, let us say that south lati-
tude is represented with minus (-). Also, let us say that
the range of longitude is +180 degrees (east longitude)
through -180 degrees (west longitude). That is to say, let
us say that west longitude is represented with minus (-).
Note that, though north latitude and east longitude are
represented with plus (+), "+" does not have to be explic-
itly be added to north latitude and east longitude which

are numeric values. Also, of latitude and longitude, which
angular range is taken as "+", and which angular range
is taken as "-" are not restricted to the above example.
[0061] Next, the position key generating section 125
converts the latitude character string and longitude char-
acter string into a certain format (S302). First, in the case
that the integer portion is made up of one digit or two
digits, "0(zero)" is inserted into the head thereof so as to
have a 3-digit integer portion. Accordingly, the latitude
character string becomes "035.5678". The longitude
character string is still "139.1234" since the integer por-
tion thereof is originally made up of three digits in this
example. Also, "+" or "-" is added to the heads of the
latitude character string and longitude character string
based on the latitude and longitude serving as the original
numeric values. Accordingly, the latitude character string
becomes "+035.5678", and the longitude character string
becomes "+139.1234". Also, a character "." indicating a
decimal point is deleted from both. Consequently, the
latitude character string becomes "+0355678", and the
longitude character string becomes "+1391234".
[0062] This is the end of conversion to a certain format.
[0063] Next, the position key generating section 125
obtains one character from the most significant digit of
the longitude character string, and adds to the head of
the work variable (S303). The work variable is a character
string variable for work. Accordingly, when step S303 is
first executed, "+" is obtained from "+1391234", and add-
ed to the head of the work variable.
[0064] Next, the position key generating section 125
obtains one character from the most significant digit of
the latitude character string, and adds this character to
the head of the work variable (S304). Accordingly, when
step S304 is first executed, "+" is obtained from
"+0355678", and added to the work variable. Note that
the work variable in step S304 is the same as the work
variable in step S303. Accordingly, at the instant of steps
S303 and S304 being first completed, the contents of the
work variable becomes "++". Note that execution se-
quence of steps S303 and S304 may be changed.
[0065] Steps S303 and S304 are repeatedly executed
until all of the digits of the latitude character string and
longitude character string are processed (S305). As a
result thereof, one character string wherein the same digit
character is alternately arrayed one digit at a time in order
from the most significant digit of each of the latitude char-
acter string and longitude character string is obtained as
the work variable. With the above example, a character
string of "++10339515263748" is obtained as the work
variable. This character string is a character string serv-
ing as a position key. Accordingly, the position key gen-
erating section 125 returns a value stored in the work
variable, i.e., a position key to a processing section for
executing the upper processing procedure (S306). The
position key is returned to a processing section for exe-
cuting the upper processing procedure at the time of reg-
istration or search for mobile information or the like.
[0066] With the position key to be generated as de-
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scribed above, in the case of another position key for-
ward-agreeing with one position key, this means that a
range according to the other position key is included in
a range according to the one position key. This point will
be described later. Note that the range according to a
position key mentioned here is a rectangular region with
increments according the precision of latitude and longi-
tude of this position key serving as one side.
[0067] Next, description will be made regarding a
processing procedure of registration processing for mo-
bile information. FIG. 5 is a flowchart for describing an
example of a processing procedure of registration
processing for mobile information.
[0068] In step S101, the mobile information receiving
section 121 receives a registration request for mobile in-
formation (S101). The mobile information includes posi-
tion information and attribute information. The attribute
information includes, for example, a mobile device ID,
position information of a representative position, size in-
formation of a mobile device, and so forth. Other attribute
information regarding a mobile device may be included
in mobile information. The mobile device ID is identifica-
tion information.
[0069] The size information is information wherein a
range occupied by a mobile device as to a two-dimen-
sional coordinate system of latitude and longitude is rep-
resented with a group of one or more rectangular regions.
Examples of a method for specifying the rectangular re-
gions making up the range of a mobile device include
three methods such as illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0070] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of a
method for specifying the rectangular regions making up
the range of a mobile device. In FIG. 6, the horizontal
direction in the drawing represents longitude, and the
vertical direction in the drawing represents latitude in a
proper manner. In the drawing, three methods of I through
III are exemplified.
[0071] The method in I is a method for specifying one
set of latitude and longitude. In this case, a rectangular
region with this latitude and longitude being taken as a
lower left apex p1, and increments according to the pre-
cision of this latitude and longitude (effective digit number
below a decimal point) being taken as one side is spec-
ified. For example, in the event that the precision of lat-
itude and longitude is 1/1000, a rectangular region with
one side being 1/1000 degree is specified. Also, in the
event that the precision of latitude and longitude is
1/10000, a rectangular region with one side being
1/10000 degree is specified. Note that, with the present
embodiment, the lower left apex regarding a certain
range mentioned here is a position that the minimum val-
ue of latitude and the minimum value of longitude indicate
in this range. Also, the upper right apex regarding a cer-
tain range mentioned here is a position that the maximum
value of latitude and the maximum value of longitude
indicate in this range.
[0072] The method in II is a method for specifying two
sets of latitude and longitude. In this case, a rectangular

region with the first set of latitude and longitude being
taken as a lower left apex p2, and the second set of lat-
itude and longitude being taken as an upper right apex
p3 is specified.
[0073] The method in III is a method for specifying one
set of latitude and longitude, and a half side. In this case,
a rectangular region with this set of latitude and longitude
being taken as a central point p4 (an intersecting point
of diagonal lines), and this half side r being taken as dis-
tance from the central point to four directions is specified.
For example, meter is conceived as increments of dis-
tance specified as a half side.
[0074] Note that a rectangular region may be specified
by a method other than the above I through III. Also, in
the event that multiple rectangular regions are specified
in size information (i.e., in the event that the range of a
mobile device is a group of multiple rectangular regions),
the specifying methods in the above I through III may be
combined. Accordingly, size information has a data struc-
ture as illustrated in FIG. 7, for example.
[0075] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the date structure of size information. As illustrated in the
drawing, with size information, a position and size are
managed for each rectangular region. The size is the
position of a representative position. A specifying method
for the size and a value are managed as the size. Note
that the specifying method of the size is a specifying
method equivalent to one of the above I through III, for
example. The value is a value corresponding to the above
I through III, for example.
[0076] The position information of a representative po-
sition is the latitude and longitude of a representative
position of a mobile device. The representative position
mentioned here is, in the case of a mobile device being
represented with one point, the position of this one point.
[0077] Next, the position key generating section 123
executes generation processing of the position key of
each cell (S102). The cells are normalized regions mak-
ing up a rectangular region group that size information
indicates. Also, with the present embodiment, the cells
are increment regions used for representing a certain
range. The cells are squares formed with a mesh or grid
or intersection of latitude and longitude of the same digit
(precision) in a two-dimensional coordinate system be-
tween latitude and longitude. The length of one side of a
cell is determined based on precision of latitude and lon-
gitude of the lower left apex of the cell. For example, in
the event that the precision of latitude and longitude of
the lower left apex is specified with 1/1000 degree, a
rectangular region with one side of 1/1000 degree is
specified. Also, in the event that the precision of latitude
and longitude of the lower left apex is specified with
1/10000 degree, a rectangular region with one side of
1/10000 degree is specified. Also, normalization of cell
groups is to perform integration in the event that there
are cell groups that can be integrated into an upper digit
regarding cell groups with certain precision. Cell groups
that can be integrated into an upper digit are, for example,
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in the event that there are cell groups with 1/10000, 100
cell groups included in cells in increments of 1/1000. Also,
the position key of a cell, or a position key corresponding
to a cell means a position key to be generated based on
the latitude and longitude of the lower left apex of a cell.
[0078] Accordingly, in step S102, a rectangular region
making up a range that size information indicates is con-
verted into one or more cells, and a position key of the
lower left apex is generated for every of the cells. Note
that, in the case that the number of the cells is more than
one, the precision (increments or size) of the cells is not
necessarily common. As described above, this is be-
cause normalization of the cell groups may be performed.
[0079] Next, the registering section 124 registers a mo-
bile device ID, a representative position, size information,
attribute information, and so forth in the mobile informa-
tion storage unit 131 in a correlated manner for each
generated position key (S103).
[0080] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the mobile information storage unit. As illus-
trated in the drawing, the mobile information storage unit
131 stores a value in a manner correlated with a key. A
position key generated based on a latitude character
string and a longitude character string is stored in the
key. A position key generating method will be described
later. The value includes one or more rows. Each row
corresponds to one mobile device, and includes three
items (columns) of an id, data, and registration date and
time. A mobile device ID whereby each mobile device
can uniquely be identified is stored in the id. Latitude and
longitude that indicate a representative position, size in-
formation, other attribute information, and so forth are
stored in the data. The registration date and time is date
and time when a row was registered. The size information
may include a data structure exemplified in FIG. 7. Note
that the reason why multiple rows can be correlated with
one position key is because multiple mobile devices can
be positioned as to the same latitude and longitude.
[0081] Also, with regard to a mobile device of which
the range straddles multiple cells, a value is stored for
each cell in a manner correlated with a position key cor-
responding to the lower left apex of this cell. In the draw-
ing, an example is illustrated wherein, with regard to a
mobile device of which the mobile device ID is "id6666",
three position keys are assigned.
[0082] Note that the configuration illustrated in FIG. 8
is an example, the configuration of values may be
changed as appropriate.
[0083] The processing in FIG. 5 is executed each time
mobile information is received. Accordingly, with regard
to each of multiple mobile devices, mobile information is
received every second, and is registered in the mobile
information storage unit 131 in a form illustrated in FIG. 8.
[0084] On the other hand, the mobile information stor-
age unit 131 is set so as to delete data with certain time
having elapsed after registration as a function of the KVS
engine. Accordingly, data registered in the mobile infor-
mation storage unit 131 will be deleted after certain

elapsed time. This means that the latest received position
information is basically managed at the mobile informa-
tion storage unit 131 regarding each of the mobile devic-
es.
[0085] Note that, though registration processing for
mobile information has been described in FIG. 5, in the
event that the registration request accepting section 122
has accepted a registration request for facility information
or area information as well, the same processing proce-
dure is basically executed. However, with regard to fa-
cility information, the mobile device ID is replaced with
the identification information for a facility (facility ID). Al-
so, a registration destination for facility information is the
facility information storage unit 132. Also, with regard to
area information, the mobile device ID is replaced with
the identification information of an area (area ID). A reg-
istration destination for area information is the area in-
formation storage unit 133. Further, the facility informa-
tion storage unit 132 and area information storage unit
133 are set so as not to perform automatic deletion of
data with certain elapsed time after registration. This is
because, with a facility and an area are, basically, posi-
tion information thereof does not change every second
unlike mobile devices.
[0086] Next, the details of step S102 will be described.
FIG. 9 through FIG. 12 are flowcharts for describing an
example of a processing procedure of generation
processing of the position key of each normalized cell
making up a rectangular region group.
[0087] In step S201, the position key generating sec-
tion takes one rectangular region out of the rectangular
region group specified with a data structure as illustrated
in FIG. 7 as the object to be processed. A rectangular
region to be processed will be referred to as "object rec-
tangular region".
[0088] Now, let us say that a rectangular region group
as illustrated in FIG. 13 has been specified. FIG. 13 is a
diagram illustrating an example of a rectangular region
group. In the drawing, let us say that the minimum scale
is 1/10000 degrees in both of the latitude direction and
longitude direction. In the drawing, a rectangular region
R1, a rectangular region R2, a rectangular region group
R3, a rectangular region group R4, a rectangular region
R5, a rectangular region group R6, a rectangular region
R7, and a rectangular region group R8 make up the spec-
ified rectangular region group.
[0089] The rectangular region R1 is a rectangular re-
gion with 1/10000 degrees being taken as one side. With
the R1, the rectangular region is specified with two sets
of latitude and longitude of precision of 1/10000 degrees.
The rectangular region R2 is a rectangular region where-
in the length in the latitude direction is taken as 1/1000
degrees, and the length of the longitude direction is taken
as 8/10000 degrees. With the R2, one set of latitude and
longitude is specified with 1/1000 degrees, and two sets
of latitude and longitude is specified with 1/10000 de-
grees. The rectangular region group R3 is a group of four
rectangular regions. With the R3, each of the rectangular
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regions is specified with one set of latitude and longitude
of precision of 1/10000 degrees. The rectangular region
group R4 is a group of 20 rectangular regions. With the
R4, each of the rectangular regions is specified with one
set of latitude and longitude of precision 1/10000 de-
grees. The rectangular region R5 is one rectangular re-
gion. With the R5, the rectangular region is specified with
one set of latitude and longitude of precision 1/10000
degrees. The rectangular region group R6 is a group of
nine rectangular regions. With the R6, each of the rec-
tangular regions is specified with one set of latitude and
longitude of precision of 1/10000 degrees. The rectan-
gular region R7 is a rectangular region specified with one
side being taken as 1/1000 degrees. The R7 is specified
with the central point p5 and the half side r5. The rectan-
gular region group R8 is a group of 99 rectangular re-
gions. That is to say, a portion indicated with B is not
included in the rectangular region group R8. With the R8,
each of the rectangular regions is specified with one set
of latitude and longitude of precision of 1/10000 degrees.
[0090] In step S201, one of such rectangular regions
is taken as an object rectangular region. With regard to
multiple rectangular regions included in the rectangular
region groups R3, R4, R6, and R8 as well, each thereof
is taken as the object to be processed one at a time.
[0091] Next, the position key generating section 123
determines whether or not the object rectangular region
has been specified with a central point and a half side
(S202). In the case that the object rectangular region has
been specified with a central point and a half side (Yes
in S202), the position key generating section 123 calcu-
lates the latitude and longitude of the lower left apex, and
the latitude and longitude of the upper right apex regard-
ing a range determined with the latitude of the central
point, the longitude of the central point, and a half side
(meter) (S203). It is sufficient for a calculation method
thereof to follow a known method.
[0092] On the other hand, in the case that the object
rectangular region has not been specified with a central
point and a half side (No in S202), the position key gen-
erating section 123 determines whether or not the object
rectangular region has been specified with one set of
latitude and longitude (S204). In the case that the object
rectangular region has been specified with one set of
latitude and longitude (Yes in S204), the position key
generating section 123 takes this latitude and longitude
as the lower left apex. Further, the position key generat-
ing section 123 obtains latitude and longitude serving as
the upper right apex of a cell with length according to the
precision of the latitude and longitude of the lower left
apex being taken as one side (S205).
[0093] In the case that the object rectangular region
has not specified with one set of latitude and longitude
(No in S204), in this case, the position key generating
section 123 does not perform particular processing. With
the present embodiment, the object rectangular region
has been specified with two sets of latitude and longitude.
[0094] That is to say, in step S206 and thereafter, the

object rectangular region is determined with the latitude
and longitude of each of the lower left apex and upper
right apex.
[0095] Next, the position key generating section 123
substitutes a value obtained by subtracting the latitude
of the lower left apex from the latitude of the upper right
apex of the object rectangular region for a variable WLAT
(hereafter, referred to as "latitude width WLAT"). Next,
the position key generating section 123 substitutes a val-
ue obtained by subtracting the longitude of the lower left
apex from the longitude of the upper right apex of the
object rectangular region for a variable WLON (hereafter,
referred to as "longitude width WLON") (S207). Next, the
position key generating section 123 substitutes the digit
number below a decimal point of the latitude WLAT for
a variable KLAT (S208). Next, the position key generating
section 123 substitutes the digit number below a decimal
point of the longitude WLON for a variable KLON (S209).
Next, the position key generating section 123 substitutes
the maximum value of the value of the variable KLAT,
and the value of the KLON for a variable KMAX (hereaf-
ter, referred to as "effective digit number KMAX") (S210
through S212).
[0096] Next, in the case that the effective digit number
KMAX is greater than the limit value of the digit number
below a decimal point (e.g., "5" or the like) (Yes in S213),
the position key generating section 123 corrects the value
of the effective digit number KMAX to reflect this limit
value (S214).
[0097] Next, in step S215 through S222, the position
key generating section 123 divides the object rectangular
region into cell groups having a size according to the
precision of the effective digit number KMAX, and exe-
cutes generation of the position key as to each cell. With
regard to this point, description will be made with refer-
ence to the drawings.
[0098] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example
wherein a rectangular region is divided into cell groups.
For example, in the case that the rectangular region R2
is the object rectangular region, the effective digit number
KMAX is 4 (i.e., 1/10000). Accordingly, the rectangular
region R2 is divided into 80 cell groups with a grain size
of 1/10000 degrees. Also, in the case that the rectangular
region R5 is the object rectangular region, the effective
digit number KMAX is 5 (i.e., 1/100000). Accordingly, the
rectangular region R5 is divided into 100 cell groups with
a grain size of 1/100000 degrees. Such division process-
ing is performed in steps S215 through S222.
[0099] In step S215, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 substitutes the longitude of the lower left apex
of the object rectangular region for a variable LLON (here-
after, referred to as "object longitude LLON"). Next, the
position key generating section 123 substitutes the lati-
tude of the lower left apex for a variable LLAT (hereafter,
referred to as "object latitude LLAT") (S216). Next, the
position key generating section 123 executes generation
processing (FIG. 4) of a position key based on the object
latitude LLAT and object longitude LLON (S217).
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[0100] Next, the position key generating section 123
adds the generated position key to a list L (S218). The
list L is a temporal storage region where a position key
is stored. The list L may be realized with the memory
device 103 or auxiliary storage device 102 or the like, for
example. Next, the position key generating section 123
adds a value multiplied by the effective digit number
KMAX power of 0.1 to the object latitude LLAT (S219).
For example, with the rectangular region R2 in FIG. 14,
the fourth power of 0.1 = 0.0001 is added. Next, the po-
sition key generating section 123 determines whether or
not the value of the object latitude LLAT reaches the lat-
itude of the upper right apex of the object rectangular
region (S220). In the event that the value of the object
latitude LLAT does not reach the latitude of the upper
right apex of the object rectangular region (No in S220),
the position key generating section 123 repeats step
S217 and thereafter.
[0101] Next, in the event that the value of the object
latitude LLAT reaches the latitude of the upper right apex
of the object rectangular region (Yes in S220), the posi-
tion key generating section 123 adds the effective digit
number KMAX power of 0.1 to the object longitude LLOT
(S221). With the rectangular region R2 in FIG. 14, the
effective digit number KMAX power of 0.1 is 0.0001. Next,
the position key generating section 123 determines
whether or not the value of the object longitude LLON
reaches the longitude of the upper right apex of the object
rectangular region (S222). In the event that the value of
the object longitude LLON does not reach the longitude
of the upper right apex of the object rectangular region
(No in S222), the position key generating section 123
repeats step S216 and thereafter.
[0102] In the event that the value of the object longitude
LLON reaches the longitude of the upper right apex of
the object rectangular region (Yes in S222), the object
rectangular region is, such as with the rectangular region
R2 in FIG. 14, divided into cells having a size according
to the precision of the effective digit number KMAX, and
is in a state in which the position key corresponding to
the lower left apex of each cell is recorded in the list L.
[0103] Next, in steps S223 through S245 in FIG. 10A,
the position key generating section 123 executes
processing for integrating, of the cell groups generated
above, cells that can be integrated into a cell with preci-
sion of an upper digit. For example, in the case that the
rectangular region R5 is the object rectangular region,
100 cell groups included in the rectangular region R5 in
FIG. 14 are integrated into one cell with 1/10000 degrees.
Consequently, the rectangular region R5 originally spec-
ified with precision of 1/100000 degrees is converted into
a cell with precision of 1/10000 degrees. Such processing
is executed in steps S223 through S245.
[0104] In step S223, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 substitutes 1.0 for a variable CSIZE (S223). The
variable CSIZE has a grain size of a cell to be integrated
(length of one side). Specifically, first, attempt is made
regarding whether or not one side can be integrated into

a cell with 1.0 degree. Hereafter, the variable CSIZE will
be referred to as "integral grain size CSIZE". Next, the
position key generating section 123 substitutes 0 for a
variable i (S224). The variable i is a variable for holding
the number of times of execution in steps S225 through
S244. Note that steps S225 through S244 are repeated
the number of times that the effective digit number KMAX
indicates.
[0105] Next, the position key generating section 123
substitutes the integer portion of a value obtained by di-
viding the latitude width WLAT by the integral grain size
CSIZE for a variable WLATSIZE (S225). That is to say,
with regard to the latitude width WLAT, a size with the
integral grain size CSIZE as increments is substituted for
the variable WLATSIZE. Next, the position key generat-
ing section 123 substitutes the integer portion of a value
obtained by dividing the longitude width WLON by the
integral grain size CSIZE for a variable WLONSIZE
(S226). That is to say, with regard to the longitude with
WLON, a size with the integral grain size CSIZE as in-
crements is substituted for the variable WLONSIZE.
[0106] Next, the position key generating section 123
determines whether or not each of the value of the vari-
able WLATSIZE, and the value of the variable WLON-
SIZE is equal to or greater than 1 (S227, S228). That is
to say, determination is made regarding whether or not
the object rectangular region has a size including a cell
of the integral grain size CSIZE. In the event that any one
of the value of the variable WLATSIZE, and the value of
the variable WLONSIZE is less than 1 (No in S227 or No
in S228), the processing proceeds to step S243, where
the position key generating section 123 divides the value
of the integral grain size CSIZE by 10.0. Next, the position
key generating section 123 adds 1 to the variable i
(S244). Next, the position key generating section 123
determines whether or not the value of the variable i
reaches the effective digit number KMAX (S245). In the
event that the value of the variable i does not reach the
effective digit number KMAX (No in S245), the position
key generating section 123 repeats step S225 and there-
after. Accordingly, the value of the integral grain size
CSIZE becomes 1/10 each time step S225 and thereafter
are repeated.
[0107] With a process wherein step S225 and thereaf-
ter are repeated, in the event that the values of both of
the variable WLATSIZE and variable WLONSIZE be-
come equal to or greater than 1 (Yes in S227 and also
Yes in S228), with regard to a result wherein the integral
grain size CSIZE is added to the latitude of the lower left
apex of the object rectangular region, the position key
generating section 123 substitutes a value obtained by
truncating below increments of the integral grain size
CSIZE (below effective digits of integral grain size) for a
variable SLAT (S229). That is to say, the minimum value
of the increments (precision) of the integral grain size
CSIZE, which is a value equal to or greater than the lat-
itude of the lower left apex of the object rectangular re-
gion, is stored in the variable SLAT (hereafter, referred
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to as "integral lower left latitude SLAT"). For example, in
the event that the value of the integral grain size CSIZE
is "0.001", and the latitude of the lower left apex of the
object rectangular region is "139.1219", "139.122" is sub-
stituted for the integral lower left latitude SLAT.
[0108] Next, the position key generating section 123
substitutes, regarding the result of having added the in-
tegral grain size CSIZE to the latitude of the upper right
apex of the object rectangular region, a value obtained
by truncating below the increments of the integral grain
size CSIZE (below the effective digits of integral grain
size) for a variable ELAT (S230). That is to say, the max-
imum value of the increments (precision) of the integral
grain size CSIZE, which is a value equal to or smaller
than the latitude of the upper right apex of the object
rectangular region, is stored in the variable ELAT (here-
after, referred to as "integral upper right latitude ELAT").
For example, in the event that the value of the integral
grain size CSIZE is "0.001", and the latitude of the upper
right apex of the object rectangular region is "139.1231",
"139.123" is substituted for the integral upper right lati-
tude ELAT.
[0109] Next, the position key generating section 123
substitutes, regarding the longitude of the lower left apex
of the object rectangular region, a value obtained by trun-
cating below the increments of the integral grain size
CSIZE (below the effective digits of integral grain size)
for a variable SLON (S231). That is to say, the minimum
value of the increments (precision) of the integral grain
size CSIZE, which is a value greater than the longitude
of the lower left apex of the object rectangular region, is
stored in the variable SLON (hereafter, referred to as
"integral lower left longitude SLON"). For example, in the
event that the value of the integral grain size CSIZE is
"0.001", and the longitude of the lower left apex of the
object rectangular region is "35.5609", "35.561" is sub-
stituted for the integral lower left longitude SLON.
[0110] Next, the position key generating section 123
substitutes, regarding the longitude of the upper right
apex of the object rectangular region, a value obtained
by truncating below the increments of the integral grain
size CSIZE (below the effective digits of integral grain
size) for a variable ELON (S232). That is to say, the max-
imum value of the increments of the integral grain size
CSIZE, which is a value equal to or smaller than the lon-
gitude of the upper right apex of the object rectangular
region, is stored in the variable ELON (hereafter, referred
to as "integral upper right longitude ELON"). For example,
in the event that the value of the integral grain size CSIZE
is "0.001", and the longitude of the upper right apex of
the object rectangular region is "35.5621", "35.562" is
substituted for the integral upper right longitude ELON.
[0111] Next, the position key generating section 123
determines whether or not the value of the integral upper
right latitude ELAT - integral lower left latitude SLAT is
0, or whether or not the value of the integral upper right
longitude ELON - integral lower left longitude SLON is 0
(S233). In the case that this determination is positive (Yes

in S233), the processing proceeds to step S243. In the
case that this determination is negative (No in S233), a
rectangular region with (integral lower left latitude SLAT,
integral lower left longitude SLON) being taken as the
lower left apex, and with (integral upper right latitude
ELAT, integral upper right longitude ELON) being taken
as the upper right apex includes one or more cells in
increments of the integral grain size CSIZE. Therefore,
in step S234 and thereafter, the position key generating
section 123 integrates cell groups included in this rec-
tangular region to a cell in increments of the integral grain
size CSIZE.
[0112] In step S234, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 substitutes the integral lower left longitude SLON
for a variable K1 (hereafter, referred to as "object lower
left longitude K1"). Next, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 substitutes the integral lower left latitude SLAT
for a variable K2 (hereafter, referred to as "object lower
left latitude K2") (S235). Next, the position key generating
section 123 executes generation processing (FIG. 4) of
a position key based on the object latitude K2 and object
longitude K1 (S236). Next, the position key generating
section 123 deletes a position key group forward-agree-
ing with the generated position key from the list L (S237).
That is to say, the position keys of a cell group included
in a cell that the generated position key indicates are
deleted from the list L. Next, the position key generating
section 123 adds the generated position key to the list L
(S238).
[0113] Next, the position key generating section 123
adds the integral grain size CSIZE to the object lower left
latitude K2 (S239). Next, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 determines whether or not the object lower left
latitude K2 reaches the integral upper right latitude ELAT
(S240). In the case that the object lower left latitude K2
does not reach the integral upper right latitude ELAT (No
in S240), the position key generating section 123 repeats
step S236 and thereafter.
[0114] In the case that the object lower left latitude K2
reaches the integral upper right latitude ELAT (Yes in
S240), the position key generating section 123 adds the
integral grain size CSIZE to the object lower left longitude
K1 (S241). Next, the position key generating section 123
determines whether or not the object lower left longitude
K1 reaches the integral upper right longitude ELON
(S242). In the case that the object lower left longitude K1
does not reach the integral upper right longitude ELON
(No in S242), the position key generating section 123
repeats step S235 and thereafter.
[0115] In the case that the object lower left longitude
K1 reaches the integral upper right longitude ELON (Yes
in S242), the position key generating section 123 exe-
cutes the above steps S243 through S245. Integration
into a cell of the integral grain size CSIZE is performed
while changing the integral grain size CSIZE up to one
digit upper than the precision of the latitude and longitude
of the object rectangular region.
[0116] Upon steps S201 through S246 being executed
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regarding all of the rectangular regions to be processed
(Yes in S246), of cell groups included in the object rec-
tangular region, cell groups that can be integrated into
an upper digit become a state integrated into the upper
digit cell group.
[0117] However, for example, though a rectangular re-
gion where the rectangular regions R2 and R4 in FIG. 14
are combined can be integrated into one rectangular re-
gion in increments of 1/1000 degrees, these regions are
not integrated in steps S201 through S246. This is be-
cause in steps S201 through S246, processing is per-
formed for each specified rectangular region, and accord-
ingly, integration of cell groups straddling a rectangular
region, in other words, exceeding a rectangular region is
not performed.
[0118] Therefore, the position key generating section
123 executes integration processing of cell groups strad-
dling a specified rectangular region in step S247 and
thereafter in FIG. 11.
[0119] In step S247, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 obtains the minimum rectangular region includ-
ing all of the cell groups corresponding to the position
keys included in the list L. That is to say, the minimum
rectangular region including all of the specified rectan-
gular regions is obtained.
[0120] FIG. 15 is a diagram for describing the minimum
rectangular region including all of the specified rectan-
gular regions. As illustrated in the drawing, the minimum
rectangular region including specified rectangular re-
gions is a rectangular region with the minimum latitude
and longitude of the lower left apex of the specified rec-
tangular regions being taken as a lower left apex Pa.
Also, the minimum rectangular region is a rectangular
region Ra with the maximum latitude and longitude of the
upper right apexes of the specified rectangular regions
(hereafter, referred to as "inclusion region Ra") being tak-
en as an upper right apex Pb. In step S247, the latitude
and longitude of the lower left apex Pa, and the latitude
and longitude of the upper right apex Pb are obtained.
[0121] In subsequent steps S248 in FIG.11 through
S282 in FIG. 12B, the same processing as with step S206
in FIG. 9A through step S245 in FIG. 10B is executed
regarding the inclusion region Ra except for the steps
surrounded with dashed lines in FIG. 12B. Accordingly,
in the event that No (corresponding to No in step S233
in FIG. 10A) has been determined in step S267 in FIG.
12A, a state as illustrated in FIG. 16 has been deter-
mined.
[0122] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating an example of
cells in increments of the integral grain size CSIZE de-
termined in an inclusion region. As illustrated in the draw-
ing, it is determined that three cells Ca, Cb, and Cc in
increments of 1/1000 degrees are included in a rectan-
gular region with (integral lower left latitude SLAT, inte-
gral lower left longitude SLON) being taken as the lower
left apex, and with (integral upper right latitude ELAT,
integral upper right longitude ELON) being taken as the
upper right apex.

[0123] Accordingly, determination is made for every
these three cells regarding whether or not integration into
the cells can be performed regarding cell groups included
in the cells. Now, the steps surrounded with dashed lines
in FIG. 12B will be described.
[0124] In step S270, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 executes generation of a position key based on
the object latitude K2 and object longitude K1 (FIG. 4).
With the example in FIG. 16, the value of the object lat-
itude K2 at the time of step S270 being first executed is
the value of the integral lower left latitude SLAT, and the
value of the object longitude K1 is the value of the integral
lower left longitude SLON. That is to say, the object lat-
itude K2 and object longitude K1 are the latitude and
longitude of the lower left apex of the cell Ca.
[0125] Next, the position key generating section 123
extracts a position key group forward-agreeing with the
generated position key from the list L (S271). With the
present embodiment, in the case of another position key
forward-agreeing with one position key, this means that
a cell according to the other position key is included in a
cell according to the one position key. Accordingly, a po-
sition key group of a cell group included in the cell Ca is
extracted. Next, the position key generating section 123
removes a position key completely agreeing with the gen-
erated position key, and a position key four characters
longer than the generated position key from the position
key group extracted in step S271 (S272). Next, the po-
sition key generating section 123 determines whether or
not the number of remaining position key groups is 100
(S273). That is to say, in the case of integrating a cell
group one digit higher in precision (one digit grain size
lower) than the cell Ca into the cell Ca, 10 3 10 = 100
cells one digit precision higher than the cell Ca have to
be included in the cell Ca after integration. Accordingly,
determination is made regarding whether or not there are
100 cell groups within the cell Ca.
[0126] Note that the position key four characters longer
than the generated position key in step S272 is a position
key at least two digits higher than a cell corresponding
to the generated position key, in other words a position
key of a cell having a grain size smaller at least two digits.
The reason to remove a cell at least two digits higher is,
for example, in the light of a case where there are 99
cells one digit higher in precision, and there is at least
one cell two digits higher in precision in the region of the
remaining one cell. Tentatively, in the case that there is
one cell at least two digits higher in precision, determi-
nation is made that 100 cells are included in the cell to
be integrated. That is to say, in order to obtain the number
of cell groups one digit higher in precision as to the cell
to be integrated, a position key four characters longer
than the generated position key is removed. Also, a cell
according to a position key completely agreeing with the
generated position key is also not a cell one digit higher
in precision as to the cell to be integrated. Accordingly,
a position key completely agreeing with the generated
position key is also removed.
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[0127] In the case that the number of the remaining
position key groups is 100 (Yes in S273), the position
key generating section 123 deletes a position key for-
ward-agreeing with the generated position key from the
list L (S274). Next, the position key generating section
123 adds the generated position key to the list L (S275).
On the other hand, in the case that the number of the
remaining position key groups is not 100 (No in S273),
steps S274 and S275 are not executed.
[0128] According to processing as described above,
the cell groups illustrated in FIG. 15 are integrated such
as illustrated in FIG. 17.
[0129] FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an example of
integration results of cell groups straddling the specified
rectangular region. As illustrated in the drawing, 100 cell
groups with 1/10000 degrees included in the cell Ca in
FIG. 16 are integrated into the one cell Ca. On the other
hand, the number of cell groups with 1/10000 degrees
included in the cell Cc is 99, and accordingly, the cell
groups are not integrated into the cell Cc.
[0130] In this way, according to the processing in FIG.
9 through FIG. 12, the rectangular region group illustrated
in FIG. 13 is divided into cell groups such as illustrated
in FIG. 17.
[0131] Note that, in step S283, the position key gener-
ating section 123 returns the list L including the position
key groups serving as the processing results.
[0132] Next, mobile information search processing will
be described. FIG. 18 is a flowchart for describing an
example of a processing procedure of mobile information
search processing.
[0133] In step S501, the search request accepting unit
125 accepts a mobile information search request from
the service section 11. Note that for example, in response
to a search request from the mobile terminal 20 or a fixed
terminal which is not illustrated, the service section 11
inputs the search request to the search request accepting
unit 125.
[0134] With the search request, information indicating
the search range of mobile information, and meaning of
this search range are specified. The search range is
specified with the same format as with the size informa-
tion of a mobile device. That is to say, the search range
is specified with a group of rectangular regions. A spec-
ifying method of each of the rectangular regions is also
the same as with the case of size information. Accord-
ingly, the search range is represented with a data struc-
ture such as illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0135] The meaning of a search range is something
that this search range includes, i.e., information indicat-
ing whether to search for something included in the
search range, or something including this search range,
i.e., information indicating whether to search for some-
thing including the search range. Note that the latter is
effective at the time of searching regarding facility infor-
mation or area information. For example, in the case of
searching for information of another mobile device in-
cluded in the range of a certain mobile device, this case

corresponds to the former search. Also, for example, in
the case of performing search such as which is a mobile
device within a certain XX area, this case corresponds
to the latter search.
[0136] Next, the search condition generating section
126 generates one or more position keys corresponding
to a search range specified in the search request (S502).
Specifically, there is generated a group of latitude and
longitude of the lower left apex of each cell in the case
of dividing the search range into cells according to the
precision of latitude and longitude specified in the search
request. Also, in the case that a cell having an upper digit
than the precision of latitude and longitude specified in
the search request is included in the search range, cell
groups of lower digits are replaced with this upper digit
cell. That is to say, normalization of cell groups is per-
formed. Accordingly, the precision of each position key
after conversion, i.e., effective digit numbers below a dec-
imal point are not necessarily common.
[0137] The generated position key is a key used for
search. In order to avoid confusion between this position
key and a position key serving as searched information
registered in the mobile information storage unit 131, the
generated position key will hereafter be referred to as
"search key". Note that, as will be described later, search
keys included in a group of search keys to be generated
differ according to the meaning of a search range spec-
ified in the search request.
[0138] Next, the search condition generating section
126 determines based on the meaning of a search range
specified in the search request whether the search range
is search for a mobile device that the search range in-
cludes, or search for a mobile device in which the search
range is included (S503). In the case of search for a mo-
bile device that the search range includes (Yes in S503),
the searching section 127 executes search processing
of a mobile device that the search range includes (S504).
On the other hand, in the case of search for a mobile
device in which the search range is included (No in S503),
the searching section 127 executes search processing
of a mobile device in which the search range is included
(S505). Next, the searching section 127 returns the result
data to the service section 11 as a search result (S506).
The result data mentioned here is data in which mobile
information that is a search result is stored in the search
processing in step S504 or S505. Thereafter, the search
result is returned to the mobile terminal 20 or a fixed
terminal which is not illustrated or the like which is a
search request source by the service section 11. How-
ever, the search result does not have to be returned with-
out change. According to the service section 11, a proc-
ess of the search result may be performed, or based on
this search result, a result of further search being per-
formed on the low-level section 12 may be returned to
the search request source.
[0139] Next, the details of step S502 will be described.
FIG. 19 is a flowchart for describing an example of a
processing procedure of generation processing of a
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search key corresponding to a search range.
[0140] In step S511, the search condition generating
section 126 determines based on the meaning of a
search range specified in the search request whether the
search range is search for a mobile device that the search
range includes, or search for a mobile device in which
the search range is included. In the case of search for a
mobile device that the search range includes (Yes in
S511), the position key generating section 123 executes
generation processing of the position key of each nor-
malize cell making up a group of rectangular regions ac-
cording to the search range (S512). That is to say, with
regard to a group of rectangular regions according to the
search range, processing described in FIG. 9 through
FIG. 12 is executed. As a result thereof, a position key
is generated for each cell included in a normalized cell
group making up a rectangular region according to the
search range, and stored in the list L. This position key
is used as a search key for searching for a mobile device
that the search range includes.
[0141] On the other hand, in the case of search for a
mobile device in which the search range is included (No
in S511), the search condition generating section 126
executes generation processing of a position key for
searching for a mobile device in which the search range
is included (S513). The generated position key is used
as a search key for searching for a mobile device in which
the search range is included.
[0142] Next, the search condition generating section
126 returns the list L in which the position key group
(search key group) generated in step S512 or S513 is
stored (S514).
[0143] Next, the details of step S513 in FIG. 19 will be
described. FIG. 20 is a flowchart for describing an exam-
ple of a processing procedure of generation processing
of a position key for searching for a mobile device in which
a search range is included.
[0144] In step S521, the position key generating sec-
tion 123 executes generation processing of the position
key of each normalized cell making up a group of rectan-
gular regions according to the search range. That is to
say, with regard to a group of rectangular regions accord-
ing to the search range, processing described in FIG. 9
through FIG. 12 is executed. As a result thereof, a posi-
tion key is generated for each cell included in a normal-
ized cell group making up a rectangular region according
to the search range, and stored in the list L.
[0145] Next, the search condition generating section
126 takes one position key of a position key group in-
cluded in the list L (hereafter, referred to as "object key")
as the object to be processed (S522). Next, the search
condition generating section 126 substitutes the number
of characters of a portion below a decimal point of the
object key - 2 for a variable KMAX (S523). With the po-
sition keys according to the present embodiment, an in-
teger portion is made up of six characters (three charac-
ters of latitude + three characters of longitude), and a
sign portion ("++") is made up of two characters. Accord-

ingly, a value obtained by subtracting 8 from the number
of characters of an object key, and further subtracting 2
therefrom is substituted for the variable KMAX.
[0146] Next, the search condition generating section
126 records a character string of the number of charac-
ters from the head of the object key to 8 + the variable
KMAX in a storage region for work (work region) as a
position key (S524). Accordingly, first, a position key from
which two characters worth of the tail end of the object
key have been removed is added to the work region. Note
that the position key from which the two characters worth
of the tail end have been removed is a position key cor-
responding to latitude and longitude after the one digit of
the tail end of the latitude and longitude that the object
key indicates is removed, i.e., a position key correspond-
ing to (rounded off to) a digit one digit upper than the
object key.
[0147] Next, the search condition generating section
126 subtracts 2 from the variable KMAX (S525). Steps
S524 and S525 are repeated until the value of the vari-
able KMAX becomes less than 0 (S526). As a result
thereof, with regard to the latitude and longitude of the
object key, a position key is generated and added to the
work region for each digit up to the digits of the integer
portion. As a specific example, if we say that the object
key is "++10339515262132", further the following posi-
tion keys are added to the list L.
[0148] ++10339515262132++103395152621++1033
951526++10339515++103395
[0149] Upon steps S522 through S526 being executed
regarding all of the position keys included in the list L
(Yes in S527), the search condition generating section
126 adds a position key group recorded in the work region
to the list L (S528). That is to say, the position keys newly
generated in steps S522 through S526 are taken as
search keys.
[0150] In this way, in the case of search for a mobile
device including the search range, with the list L, a posi-
tion key group wherein each position key thereof is round-
ed off to an upper digit is taken as a search key in addition
to a position key group originally included in the list L.
The reason thereof will be described later. Note that, in
the case of distinguishing a position key originally includ-
ed in the list L from a round-off position key, the former
will be referred to as "original search key", and the latter
will be referred to as "round-off search key".
[0151] Next, the details of step S504 in FIG. 18 will be
described. FIG. 21 is a flowchart for describing an exam-
ple of a processing procedure of search processing for
a mobile device that the search range includes.
[0152] In step S531, the searching section 127 takes
one search key of a search key group included in the list
L generated in step S502 in FIG. 18 as the object to be
processed. Next, the searching section 127 searches for
position keys forward-agreeing with the search key from
the mobile information storage unit 131 (S532). Note that
the position keys forward-agreeing with the search key
mentioned here are position keys a portion or all of which
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all include this search key from the forward. In the case
of this search key being included in all from the forward,
this case is equivalent to complete agreement.
[0153] The position keys forward-agreeing with the
search key are equivalent to position keys corresponding
to the lower left apex of a cell making up a mobile device
that a range (cell) that the search key indicates includes.
Description will be made regarding a reason why a po-
sition key forward-agreeing with the search key results
in the range (cell) that this search key indicates including
a cell according to this position key.
[0154] FIG. 22 is a diagram for describing meaning of
forward agreement with the search key. In the drawing,
an example is illustrated wherein latitude and longitude
corresponding to the search key is (35.561, 139.122),
and latitude and longitude corresponding to a position
key of a mobile device stored in the mobile information
storage unit 131 is (35.5612, 139.1223). In this case, a
cell that the search key indicates is equivalent to a cell
c1 surrounded with a thick line in the drawing. On the
other hand, a cell that the position key of a mobile device
indicates is equivalent to a cell c2 indicated with a black
rectangle in the drawing. As apparent from the drawing,
the cell c1 includes the cell c2.
[0155] Also, when converting (35.561, 139.122) into a
position key (i.e., a search key), this becomes
"++103395152621". When converting (35.5612,
139.1223) into a position key, this becomes
"++10339515262132". This position key forward-agrees
with this search key.
[0156] In this way, in the event that a position key for-
ward-agrees with the search key, a cell that this position
key indicates is included in or agrees with a cell that this
search key indicates. According to such a property of the
position keys, with the present embodiment, a mobile
device included in a certain range can be searched at
high speed.
[0157] In other words, with the present embodiment,
in the case that latitude and longitude is taken as a key
in KVS, at the time of searching for a key included in a
certain range, in order to enable such high-speed search
according to forward agreement, the latitude and longi-
tude are converted into the format of a position key, and
taken as a key in KSV. Tentatively, in the case of taking
a character string simply connected in order of the latitude
and longitude as a position key, high-speed search ac-
cording to forward agreement as described above is dif-
ficult. With a character string simply connected in order
of the latitude and longitude, with the example in FIG.
22, the search key becomes "+35561+139122". Also, the
position key of a mobile device becomes
"+355612+1391223". This position key does not forward-
agree with this search key. Also, according to a property
of KVS, it is difficult to perform key search according to
regular expression such as "+35561 *+139122*". Note
that "*" mentioned here indicates a wild card.
[0158] Note that, as described above, the size of a cell
depends on the precision of latitude and longitude that

the lower left apex of this cell indicates. With regard to
the cell c1, the latitude and longitude of the lower left
apex is in increments of 1/1000 degrees. Accordingly,
the cell c1 is equivalent to a rectangular region of which
one side is 1/1000 degrees. On the other hand, with re-
gard to the cell c2, the latitude and longitude of the lower
left apex is in increments of 1/10000 degrees. Accord-
ingly, the cell c2 is equivalent to a rectangular region of
which one side is 1/10000 degrees. Tentatively, in the
event of indicating a cell with the same position as with
the cell c1 being taken as the lower left apex, and with
one side being 1/10000 degrees, the lower left apex of
this cell has to be specified as (35.5610, 139.1220). On
the other hand, in the event of specifying a range having
the same size as the cell c1 with the lower left apex being
taken as (35.5611, 139.1221), this range is specified with
100 cells with this latitude and longitude being taken as
the lower left apex, and with one side being 1/10000 de-
grees, included in a rectangular region having the same
size as the cell c1.
[0159] Next, the searching section 127 takes one of
the searched position key groups as the object to be proc-
essed (hereafter, referred to as "object key") (S533).
Next, the searching section 127 obtains a value corre-
sponding to the object key from the mobile information
storage unit 131 (S534). Next, the searching section 127
extracts a list of mobile device IDs from the obtained val-
ue (S535). That is to say, the value of an id is obtained
from each row included in this value. Next, the searching
section 127 takes one mobile device ID from this mobile
device ID group list as the object to be processed (S536).
Next, the searching section 127 obtains a representative
position correlated with the mobile device ID to be proc-
essed (S537). Next, the searching section 127 obtains
size information correlated with the mobile device ID tak-
en as the object to be processed (S538). Next, the
searching section 127 obtains attribute information cor-
related with the mobile device ID taken as the object to
be processed (S539). Next, the searching section 127
adds the data obtained in steps S537 through S539 to
the result data (S540). The result data is data for storing
a search result. Steps S536 through S540 are executed
regarding all of the mobile device IDs extracted in step
S535 (S541). Also, steps S533 through S541 are exe-
cuted regarding all of the position keys searched in step
S532 (S542).
[0160] Upon steps S531 through S542 being executed
regarding all of the search keys (Yes in S543), the
processing in FIG. 21 is ended. Accordingly, the result
data at this moment point is returned in step S506 in FIG.
18.
[0161] Next, the details of step S505 in FIG. 18 will be
described. FIGs. 23A and 23B are flowcharts for describ-
ing an example of a processing procedure of search
processing for a mobile device in which the search range
is included.
[0162] In step S551, the searching section 127 takes
one search key of a search key group included in the list
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L generated in step S502 in FIG. 18 as the object to be
processed. Next, the searching section 127 searches for
position keys completely agreeing with the search key
from the mobile information storage unit 131 (S552).
[0163] According to the processing described in FIG.
20, a round-off search key is included in the list L in ad-
dition to the original search key. Accordingly, for exam-
ple, in the event that the round-off search key is the
search key in step S552, a position key completely agree-
ing with this search key is a position key corresponding
to a cell including a cell corresponding to the original
search key. Also, in the event that the original search key
is the search key in step S552, a position key completely
agreeing with this search key is a position key corre-
sponding to a cell agreeing with a cell corresponding to
the original search key.
[0164] Note that a cell corresponding to one search
key is not restricted to a region including all of the rec-
tangular regions groups specified as a search range. A
cell corresponding to one search key is a cell including
at least a portion of the search range. Accordingly, in step
S552, a position key corresponding to a cell including at
least a portion of the search range is searched. Subse-
quent steps S553 through S559 are the same as steps
S533 through S539 in FIG. 21.
[0165] Next, the searching section 127 registers a mo-
bile device ID serving as the object to be processed in a
management table (S560).
[0166] FIG. 24 is a diagram illustrating a configuration
example of the management table. In the drawing, one
record in the management table can store a mobile de-
vice ID, a counter, attribute information, and so forth. The
initial value of the counter is "0". Note that the manage-
ment table is a storage region to be temporarily gener-
ated, and can be realized by using the memory device
103 or auxiliary storage device 102 or the like, for exam-
ple.
[0167] In step S560, in the event that there is no record
having the same mobile device ID as a mobile device ID
serving as the object to be processed, a new record is
generated, and a mobile device ID to be processed is
recorded in this record. Also, information obtained in
steps S557 through S559 is recorded in this record as
attribute information or the like.
[0168] On the other hand, in the event that there is a
record having the same mobile device ID as a mobile
device ID serving as the object to be processed, gener-
ation of a record is not performed. That is to say, the
number of records to be recorded in the management
table as to the same mobile device ID is one at the max-
imum.
[0169] Next, the searching section 127 extracts posi-
tion keys forward-agreeing with the search key from the
list L (S561). Next, the searching section 127 adds the
number of position keys having the maximum number of
characters (longest position keys) out of the extracted
position keys to the counter of a record corresponding to
the mobile device ID serving as the object to be proc-

essed in the management table (S562). A position key
having the maximum number of characters out of the
extracted position keys is the original search key as to
this search key. Accordingly, the number of the original
search keys as to this search key is added to the counter.
[0170] Next, meaning of the processing in steps S560
through S562 will be described. With search for a mobile
device in which the search range is included, a mobile
device including all of the cells making up the search
range has to be searched. A search key corresponding
to a cell making up the search range is the original search
key. Accordingly, in the event that there is a mobile device
with cells corresponding to all of the original search keys
being taken as a portion or all of the range thereof, this
is an intended mobile device. However, with the original
search keys, it is difficult to search for a mobile device
including the search range at high speed.
[0171] Therefore, with the present embodiment, a
round-off search key is employed. The significance of
existence of a round-off search key is in that the round-
off search key includes a cell corresponding to the original
search key, and a greater cell of the mobile device than
this cell is searched at high speed. That is to say, a certain
position key having completely agreed with a round-off
search key means a cell corresponding to this position
key including a cell corresponding to the original search
key that is the origin of this round-off search key. Accord-
ingly, it can be said that a search result according to a
round-off search key is a search result of the original
search key.
[0172] Thus, in the event of having recorded the
number of times of hits of the search based on a round-off
search key for each mobile device, it can be said that a
mobile device with an accumulated value of the number
of times thereof agreeing with a total number of the orig-
inal search keys is a mobile device including all of the
cells making up the search range. An item for recording
the number of hits of this search is the counter of the
management table.
[0173] However, one round-off search key may be
common to multiple original search keys as illustrated in
FIG. 25.
[0174] FIG. 25 is a diagram illustrating an example
wherein one round-off search key is common to multiple
original search keys.
[0175] In this drawing, there are illustrated cells c21,
c22, and c23 indicated with a black square in the drawing,
serving as cells in increments of 1/10000 degrees, and
a cell c11 indicated with a thick line in the drawing includ-
ing these cells, serving as cells in increments of 1/1000
degrees. If we say that the position key of each of the
cells c21, c22, and c23 is the original search key, the
position key of the cell c11 is one of round-off search
keys common to the cells c21, c22, and c23.
[0176] Accordingly, having hit to search based on the
round-off search key according to the cell c11 means
having hit to search based on the three original search
keys.
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[0177] In step S562, in the light of such a case, of the
extracted position keys, the number of position keys hav-
ing the maximum number of characters, i.e., the number
of the longest position keys is added to the counter in-
stead of simply adding one to the counter. Note that the
position keys having the maximum number of characters
means the original search keys. Specifically, with regard
to the cells c21, c22, and c23, in FIG. 25, a round-off
search key in increments of 1/1000 degrees, 1/100 de-
grees, 1/10 degrees, or 1 degree is generated. Tenta-
tively, let us say that the search key serving as the object
to be processed is a round-off search key with 1/100 de-
grees. In this case, not only the original search key ac-
cording to the cells c21, c22, or c23 but also a round-off
search key of each of 1/100 degrees and 1/1000 degrees
are also included in the position key group extracted from
the list L as position keys forward-agreeing with this
round-off search key. Of such a position key group, the
number of characters of the original search key according
to the cell c21, c22, or c23 has to be the longest. Accord-
ingly, in step S562, of the extracted position keys, the
number of position keys having the maximum number of
characters, i.e., the number of the longest position keys
is added to the counter, which means that the number of
the original search keys alone is added to the counter.
[0178] Subsequent steps S563 through S565 are the
same as steps S541 through S543 in FIG. 21. That is to
say, steps S556 through S562 are executed regarding
all of the mobile device IDs extracted in step S555 (S563).
Also, steps S553 through S563 are executed regarding
all of the position keys searched in step S552 (S564).
Further, steps S551 through S564 are executed regard-
ing all of the search keys included in the list L (S565).
[0179] Next, the searching section 127 determines
whether or not the number of records in the management
table is equal to or greater than 1 (S566). In the event
that the number of records in the management table is
equal to or greater than 1 (Yes in S566), the searching
section 127 takes one record as the object to be proc-
essed (S567). Next, the searching section 127 deter-
mines whether or not the value of this record counter is
the same as the number of the original search keys
(S568). As described regarding steps S560 through
S562, the value of this counter is the same as the number
of the original search keys, which means that a mobile
device according to a mobile device ID recorded in this
record includes the search range, i.e., means that this
search range is included this mobile device. Accordingly,
in the event that the value of this counter is the same as
the number of the original search keys (Yes in S568), the
searching section 127 adds the attribute information and
so forth in this record to the result data (S569). Upon
steps S567 through S569 being executed regarding all
of the records recorded in the management table (Yes
in S570), the processing in FIGs. 23A and 23B is ended.
[0180] Note that, though the search processing for mo-
bile information has been described above, in the event
that the search request accepting section 125 has ac-

cepted a search request for facility information or area
information as well, basically the same processing pro-
cedure is executed except that the search destination
becomes the facility information storage unit 132 or area
information storage unit 133. That is to say, the mobile
terminal 20 which one person or one vehicle carries is
represented as a rectangular region with the finest pre-
cision in the present system. Accordingly, the same con-
cept may be applied to even search for a store or area
having a wider area than a mobile device.
[0181] The search processing for mobile information
will be described with reference to a specific example.
FIGs. 26A through 26D are diagrams illustrating a first
specific example of the search processing for mobile in-
formation. In the drawing, an example is illustrated
wherein, with a search request Req1, (139.1219,
35.5609) has been specified as the lower left apex of a
search range A1, and (139.1231, 35.5621) has been
specified as the upper right apex, and search for a mobile
device that this search range includes has been request-
ed.
[0182] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A1 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, the search
range A1 is, as illustrated in (1) in the drawing, divided
into 144 cell groups with one side being taken as 0.0001
degrees. However, cell groups included in a cell with
(35.561, 139.122) being taken as the lower left apex, and
with (35.562, 139.123) being taken as the upper right
apex are integrated into a cell C1a illustrated (2) in the
drawing. That is to say, one position key corresponding
to the lower left apex (35.561, 139.122) of the cell C1a,
and 44 position keys corresponding to the lower left apex-
es of 44 cell groups Clb respectively are added to the list
L as search keys.
[0183] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in
the event that the mobile information of three mobile de-
vices A, B, and C is stored in the mobile information stor-
age unit 131, a position key of the mobile device A, and
a position key of the mobile device B positioned in the
search range A1 forward-agrees with any search key in-
cluded in the list L. On the other hand, a position key of
the mobile device C positioned out of the search range
A1 does not forward-agree with any search key included
in the list L. Accordingly, the position key of the mobile
device A, and the position key of the mobile device B are
included in the result data Res 1.
[0184] FIGs. 27A through 27D are diagrams illustrating
a second specific example of the search processing for
mobile information. In the drawing, an example is illus-
trated wherein, with a search request Req2, (139.122,
35.561) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A2, and (139.123,
35.562) has been specified as the upper right apex, and
search for a mobile device that this search range includes
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has been requested.
[0185] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "3". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A2 is 0.001 degrees. Accordingly, the search range
A2 is, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing, treated as one
cell C2 with one side being taken as 0.001 degrees. That
is to say, one position key corresponding to the lower left
apex (139.122, 35.561) of the cell C2 is added to the list
L as a search key.
[0186] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in
the event that the mobile information of three mobile de-
vices A, B, and C is stored in the mobile information stor-
age unit 131, a position key of the mobile device A, and
a position key of the mobile device B positioned in the
search range A2 forward-agrees with a search key in-
cluded in the list L. On the other hand, a position key of
the mobile device C positioned out of the search range
A2 does not forward-agree with a search key included in
the list L. Accordingly, the position key of the mobile de-
vice A, and the position key of the mobile device B are
included in the result data Res2.
[0187] FIGs. 28A through 28D are diagrams illustrating
a third specific example of the search processing for mo-
bile information. In the drawing, an example is illustrated
wherein, with a search request Req3, (139.1221,
35.5611) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A3, and (139.123,
35.562) has been specified as the upper right apex, and
search for a mobile device that this search range includes
has been requested.
[0188] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A3 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, the search
range A3 is, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing, divided
into 81 cell groups C3 with one side being taken as 0.0001
degrees. That is to say, 81 position keys corresponding
to the cells included in the cell groups C3 are added to
the list L as search keys.
[0189] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in
the event that the mobile information of three mobile de-
vices A, B, and C is stored in the mobile information stor-
age unit 131, a position key of the mobile device A, and
a position key of the mobile device B positioned in the
search range A3 forward-agree with any search key in-
cluded in the list L. On the other hand, a position key of
the mobile device C positioned out of the search range
A3 does not forward-agree with any search key included
in the list L. Accordingly, the position key of the mobile
device A, and the position key of the mobile device B are
included in the result data Res3.
[0190] FIGs. 29A through 29D are diagrams illustrating
a fourth specific example of the search processing for

mobile information. In the drawing, an example is illus-
trated wherein, with a search request Req4, (139.1221,
35.5611) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A4, and
(139.1225, 35.5614) has been specified as the upper
right apex, and search for a mobile device that this search
range includes has been requested.
[0191] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A4 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, the search
range A4 is, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing, divided
into 12 cell groups C4 with one side being taken as 0.0001
degrees. That is to say, 12 position keys corresponding
to the cells included in the cell groups C4 are added to
the list L as search keys.
[0192] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in
the event that the mobile information of three mobile de-
vices A, B, and C is stored in the mobile information stor-
age unit 131, a position key of the mobile device A posi-
tioned in the search range A4 forward-agrees with any
search key included in the list L. On the other hand, a
position key of the mobile device B, and a position key
of the mobile device C positioned out of the search range
A3 do not forward-agree with any search key included in
the list L. Accordingly, the position key of the mobile de-
vice A is included in the result data Res4.
[0193] FIGs. 30A through 30D are diagrams illustrating
a fifth specific example of the search processing for mo-
bile information. In the drawing, an example is illustrated
wherein, with a search request Req5, (139.1219,
35.5609) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A5, and
(139.1225, 35.5614) has been specified as the upper
right apex, and search for a mobile device that this search
range includes has been requested.
[0194] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A5 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, the search
range A5 is, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing, divided
into 30 cell groups C5 with one side being taken as 0.0001
degrees. That is to say, 30 position keys corresponding
to the cells included in the cell groups C5 are added to
the list L as search keys.
[0195] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in
the event that the mobile information of three mobile de-
vices A, B, and C is stored in the mobile information stor-
age unit 131, a position key of the mobile device A posi-
tioned in the search range A5 forward-agrees with any
search key included in the list L. On the other hand, a
position key of the mobile device B, and a position key
of the mobile device C positioned out of the search range
A5 do not forward-agree with any search key included in
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the list L. Accordingly, the position key of the mobile de-
vice A is included in the result data Res5.
[0196] FIGs. 31A through 31D are diagrams illustrating
a sixth specific example of the search processing for mo-
bile information. In the drawing, an example is illustrated
wherein, with a search request Req6, (139.1219,
35.5609) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A6, and
(139.1225, 35.5614) has been specified as the upper
right apex, and search for a mobile device that this search
range includes has been requested.
[0197] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A6 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, the search
range A6 is, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing, divided
into 30 cell groups C6 with one side being taken as 0.0001
degrees. That is to say, 30 position keys corresponding
to the cells included in the cell groups C6 are added to
the list L as search keys.
[0198] As a result thereof, position keys for-
ward-agreeing with any search key included in the list L
are searched from the mobile information storage unit
131. For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, let
us say that mobile information of tow mobile devices A
and B is stored in the mobile information storage unit
131. The range of the mobile device A includes five cells.
Accordingly, with regard to the mobile device A, five po-
sition keys are stored in the mobile information storage
unit 131. On the other hand, the range of the mobile de-
vice B includes three cells. Accordingly, with regard to
the mobile device B, three position keys are stored in the
mobile information storage unit 131.
[0199] One cell Aa making up the range of the mobile
device A is included in the search range A6. Accordingly,
the position key of the cell Aa forward-agrees with any
search key included in the list L. On the other hand, the
position key of another cell making up the mobile device
A positioned out of the search range A6, and the position
keys of all of the cells making up the mobile device B do
not forward-agree with any search key included in the list
L. Accordingly, the position key of the cell Aa is included
in result data Res6. The cell Aa is a cell making up the
mobile device A, and accordingly, the mobile device A is
taken as a mobile device included in the search range.
[0200] That is to say, with the present embodiment,
not only a mobile device alone completely included in the
search range but also a mobile device a portion of which
is overlapped with the search range are included in
search results. Tentatively, when attempting to take a
mobile device alone completely included in the search
range as a search result, in the event that the position
keys of all of the cells making up this mobile device for-
ward-agree with the search key, the searching section
127 has to take the position keys of all of the cells as
search results.
[0201] FIGs. 32A through 32D are diagrams illustrating
a seventh specific example of the search processing for
mobile information. In the drawing, an example is illus-

trated wherein, with a search request Req7a, (139.1223,
35.5612) has been specified as the latitude and longitude
of the lower left apex of a search range A7, and
(139.1224, 35.5613) has been specified as the upper
right apex, and search for a mobile device that this search
range includes has been requested. Note that, as indi-
cated in a search request Req7b, in the event that
(139.1223, 35.5612) has been specified as one set of
latitude and longitude in increments of 1/10000 degrees
as well, the same rectangular region as with the search
range A7 has consequently been specified.
[0202] In this case, the effective digit number KMAX
becomes "4". That is to say, the precision of the search
range A6 is 0.0001 degrees. Accordingly, with regard to
the search range A7, as illustrated in (2) in the drawing,
one cell C7 with one side being taken as 0.0001 degrees
is generated. This is search for a mobile device including
the search range A7, and accordingly, not only the orig-
inal search key corresponding to the cell C7 but also a
round-off search key where a portion below a decimal
point of the original search key is deleted one digit at a
time are also added to the list L (see FIG. 20). Note that
a portion below a decimal point of a search key is deleted
one digit at a time, which results in that a character string
serving as the original search key is deleted two charac-
ters. In the drawing, a cell C8 one digit upper than the
cell C7, and a cell C9 two digits upper than the cell C7
are illustrated. Though upper digit cells than those are
omitted for convenience, a position key corresponding
to such each upper digit cell is added to the list L as a
round-off search key.
[0203] As a result thereof, position keys completely
agreeing with any search key included in the list L are
searched from the mobile information storage unit 131.
For example, as illustrated in (3) in the drawing, in the
event that mobile information of two mobile devices M
and N is stored in the mobile information storage unit
131, a position key of the mobile device M including the
search range A7 completely agrees with a round-off
search key with 1/1000 degrees included in the list L.
While the number of cells in the search range A7 is "1",
with regard to the position key of the mobile device M,
the number of times of completely agreeing with a search
key included in the list L is once. On the other hand, a
position key of the mobile device N not including the
search range A7 does not completely agree with any
search key included in the list L. Accordingly, the position
key of the mobile device M is included in the result data
Res7.
[0204] As described above, according to the present
embodiment, latitude and longitude are registered in KVS
as a key in a position key format. Accordingly, with regard
to correspondence information corresponding to this po-
sition key, high-speed search can be performed. The cor-
respondence information is a general name for mobile
information, facility information, area information, or the
like. Specifically, for example, in the event of searching
for mobile information included in a search range, intend-
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ed mobile information can be searched by searching for
a position key group forward-agreeing with any position
key group corresponding to the specified search range.
[0205] Note that, with the present embodiment, as for
the format of a position key, though an example is indi-
cated wherein each digit of latitude and longitude is al-
ternately arrayed in the sequence of longitude and lati-
tude, the sequence of latitude and longitude may be in-
verted.
[0206] Also, all of the digits of latitude and longitude
does not necessarily have to be alternately arrayed. That
is to say, upper digits than the precision (precision of a
search key) at the time of search does not have to be
alternately arrayed. For example, with the example in
FIG. 22, the precision of a search key is the third place
below a decimal point. Accordingly, upper digits than the
third place below a decimal point may be arrayed in the
sequence of a longitude character string and a latitude
character string. Specifically, according to the example
in FIG. 22, a search key in this case becomes
"+3556+1391221". Also, a position key of a mobile device
becomes "+3556+139122132". With either of these, with
regard to below the third place below a decimal point,
the characters of a latitude character string and a longi-
tude character string are alternately arrayed. In this case,
this position key forward-agrees with this search key.
[0207] Thus, position keys according to the present
embodiment are character strings where regarding all of
the latitude and longitude, or in order from some upper
digits counted from the least significant digit, the same
digits are alternately arrayed one digit at a time. Some
digits from the least significant digit mentioned here
means digits below the third place below a decimal point
with an immediately preceding example.
[0208] Also, with the present embodiment, the range
of latitude has been taken as +90 degrees (north latitude)
through -90 degrees (south latitude), and the range of
longitude has been taken as +180 degrees (east longi-
tude) through -180 degrees (west longitude). However,
the range of latitude may be taken as 0 degree through
180 degrees, and the range of longitude may be taken
as 0 degree through 360 degrees. In this case, a char-
acter indicating a sign (+ or -) does not have to be included
in the head two characters of a position key.
[0209] Note that, with regard to cell groups to be gen-
erated regarding a rectangular region group making up
a search range, the reason to perform integration into an
upper digit cell is for consistently enabling search of a
mobile device that the search range includes using
search according to forward agreement of a search key
regardless of the precision of a position key registered
in the mobile information storage unit 131. For example,
let us say that mobile information of a mobile device hav-
ing the range of the cell C1a indicated in (2) in FIG. 26B
has been registered in the mobile information storage
unit 131. In this case, a position key regarding the cell
C1a is in increments of 1/1000 degrees.
[0210] On the other hand, if we say that a rectangular

region making up the position range A1 has been spec-
ified in increments of 1/10000 degrees, this rectangular
region is, first, as illustrated in (1) in the drawing, divided
into cell groups in increments of 1/10000 degrees. Even
in the event of searching for a position key forward-agree-
ing with a position key (a search key) corresponding to
each of the cell groups as it is, a position key correspond-
ing to the cell C1a is not searched. This is because a
search key is longer than a position key to be searched.
[0211] In order to exclude such a situation, cell groups
making up a rectangular region group making up a search
range are integrated into an upper digit cell as much as
possible.
[0212] On the other hand, the reason why integration
into an upper digit is performed regarding cell groups to
be generated regarding a rectangular region group indi-
cating size information of a mobile device (range of a
mobile device) at the time of registering mobile informa-
tion is for consistently enabling search of at least a part
of mobile devices including the search range by complete
agreement with a search key at the time of search of a
mobile device including the search range.
[0213] For example, let us say that a rectangular region
indicated with A1 in FIG. 26A has been specified as a
rectangular region indicating size information (range) of
a mobile device, and also registration has been request-
ed. In this case, though the rectangular region indicated
with A1 is a position range A1, now let us say that this is
the range A1 of a mobile device. In this case, if we say
that this rectangular region has been specified in incre-
ments of 1/10000 degrees, this rectangular region is first,
as illustrated in (1), divided into cell groups in increments
of 1/10000 degrees. If we say that these cell groups have
not been integrated, and this mobile information has been
registered, this mobile information is correlated with 144
position keys with precision of 1/10000 degrees.
[0214] Let us say that, in such a state, with a search
request for a mobile device including a search range, the
same latitude and longitude as with the lower left apex
of a cell C1a in (2) in FIG. 26B has been specified as the
lower left apex of this search range. That is to say, let us
say that the same range as with the cell C1a has been
specified as a search range. This latitude and longitude
is in increments of 1/1000 degrees. Accordingly, a search
key according to this search range is generated in incre-
ments of each of 1/1000 degrees, 1/100 degrees, 1/10
degrees, and 1 degree. In the event of attempting to
search for a position key completely agreeing with any
search key of these, there is no position key completely
agreeing with these search keys of the 144 position keys
with precision of 1/10000 described above. That is to say,
a mobile device according to the range A1 is consequent-
ly not included in the search result including cell C1a
regardless of including the cell C1a.
[0215] On the other hand, in the event that some cell
groups included in the range A1 are, as illustrated in (2)
in FIG. 26B, integrated into the cell C1a in increments of
1/1000 degrees, a position key corresponding to this cell
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C1a completely agrees with a search key with 1/1000
degrees of the above search keys. Accordingly, the mo-
bile device according to the range A1 is searched as-
suming that the mobile device includes the cell C1a.
[0216] Though the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure has been described in detail so far, the present dis-
closure is not restricted to such a particular embodiment,
and various modifications and changes can be made
within the scope of the present disclosure laid forth in the
Claims. For example, although the above description re-
fers to GPS, the present invention can be applied with
any form of positioning system whether or not satel-
lite-based.
[0217] All examples and conditional language recited
herein are intended for pedagogical purposes to aid the
reader in understanding the invention and the concepts
contributed by the inventor to furthering the art, and are
to be construed as being without limitation to such spe-
cifically recited examples and conditions, nor does the
organization of such examples in the specification relate
to a showing of the superiority and inferiority of the in-
vention. Although the embodiments of the present inven-
tion have been described in detail, it should be under-
stood that the various changes, substitutions, and alter-
ations could be made hereto without departing from the
scope of the invention.

Claims

1. An information management method to be executed
by a computer, the information management method
comprising:

accepting a registration request including infor-
mation in which latitude and longitude are in-
cluded, and correspondence information corre-
sponding to the position information;
generating one character string by alternately
arraying one character of the latitude and anoth-
er one character of the longitude, each of the
one character and the other one character is in
a same digit regarding all of the digits of each
of the latitude and the longitude, or some digits
from the least significant digit of each of the lat-
itude and the longitude; and
storing the correspondence information in a
storage unit in a manner correlated with the
character string as a key.

2. The information management method according to
Claim 1, further comprising:

dividing a range into a plurality of increment re-
gions according to precision of the latitude and
longitude used for specification of the range
when the registration request has been re-
ceived, the registration request including infor-

mation indicating the range being specified with
latitude and longitude as the position informa-
tion; and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue of each of the plurality of increment regions,
and the longitude minimum value of each of the
plurality of increment regions,
wherein the generating of a character string to
generate the one character string as to each of
the latitude minimum value, and the longitude
minimum value included in the group, and
wherein the storing to store the correspondence
information in the storage unit in a manner cor-
related with the character string generated for
each of the latitude minimum value and the lon-
gitude minimum value.

3. The information management method according to
Claim 2, wherein the generating of a group compris-
es:

integrating an increment region group making
up another increment region with upper digits
than the precision being taken as increments of
the plurality of increment regions included in the
range, as the other increment region, and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue and longitude minimum value of an increment
region not included in the increment region
group, and the latitude minimum value and lon-
gitude minimum value of the other increment re-
gion of the plurality of increment regions.

4. An information management method to be executed
by a computer, the information management method
comprising:

accepting a search request where latitude and
longitude are specified;
generating one character string by alternately
arraying one character of the latitude and anoth-
er one character of the longitude, each of the
one character and the other one character is in
a same digit regarding all of the digits of each
of the latitude and the longitude, or some digits
from the least significant digit of each of the lat-
itude and the longitude; and
searching for a key forward-agreeing with the
character string from a storage unit in which in-
formation is stored in a manner correlated with
a key.

5. The information management method according to
Claim 4, further comprising:

dividing a range into a plurality of increment re-
gions according to precision of the latitude and
longitude used for specification of the range
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when the search request has been received, the
search request including information indicating
the range being specified with latitude and lon-
gitude as the position information; and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue of each of the plurality of increment regions,
and the longitude minimum value of each of the
plurality of increment regions,
wherein the generating of a character string to
generate a plurality of the one character strings
as to each of the latitude minimum value, and
the longitude minimum value included in the
group, and
wherein the searching to search a key forward-
agreeing with each of the one character strings
generated as to each of the latitude minimum
values and each of the longitude minimum val-
ues.

6. The information management method according to
Claim 5, wherein the generating of a group compris-
es:

integrating an increment region group making
up another increment region with upper digits
than the precision being taken as increments of
the plurality of increment regions included in the
range, as the other increment region, and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue and longitude minimum value of an increment
region not included in the increment region
group, and the latitude minimum value and lon-
gitude minimum value of the other increment re-
gion of the plurality of increment regions.

7. An information management method to be executed
by a computer, the information management method
comprising:

accepting a search request where latitude and
longitude are specified;
generating one character string by alternately
arraying one character of the latitude and anoth-
er one character of the longitude, each of the
one character and the other one character is in
a same digit regarding all of the digits of each
of the latitude and the longitude, or a certain up-
per digit as to the least significant digit of each
of the latitude and the longitude; and
searching for a key completely agreeing with any
of the character string or the other character
string from a storage unit in which information
is stored in a manner correlated with a key.

8. An information management apparatus comprising:

a processor that executes a procedure, the pro-
cedure comprising:

accepting a registration request including
information in which latitude and longitude
are included, and correspondence informa-
tion corresponding to the position informa-
tion,
generating one character string by alter-
nately arraying one character of the latitude
and another one character of the longitude,
each of the one character and the other one
character is in a same digit regarding all of
the digits of each of the latitude and the lon-
gitude, or some digits from the least signif-
icant digit of each of the latitude and the
longitude, and
storing the correspondence information in
a storage unit in a manner correlated with
the character string as a key.

9. The information management apparatus according
to Claim 8, the procedure further comprising:

dividing a range into a plurality of increment re-
gions according to precision of the latitude and
longitude used for specification of the range
when the registration request has been re-
ceived, the registration request including infor-
mation indicating the range being specified with
latitude and longitude as the position informa-
tion;
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue of each of the plurality of increment regions,
and the longitude minimum value of each of the
plurality of increment regions,
wherein the generating of a character string to
generate the one character string as to each of
the latitude minimum value, and the longitude
minimum value included in the group, and
wherein the storing to store the correspondence
information in the storage unit in a manner cor-
related with the character string generated for
each of the latitude minimum value and the lon-
gitude minimum value.

10. The information management apparatus according
to Claim 9, wherein the generating of a group com-
prises:

integrating an increment region group making
up another increment region with upper digits
than the precision being taken as increments of
the plurality of increment regions included in the
range, as the other increment region, and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue and longitude minimum value of an increment
region not included in the increment region
group, and the latitude minimum value and lon-
gitude minimum value of the other increment re-
gion of the plurality of increment regions.
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11. An information management apparatus comprising:

a processor that executes a procedure, the pro-
cedure comprising:

accepting a search request where latitude
and longitude are specified,
generating one character string by alter-
nately arraying one character of the latitude
and another one character of the longitude,
each of the one character and the other one
character is in a same digit regarding all of
the digits of each of the latitude and the lon-
gitude, or some digits from the least signif-
icant digit of each of the latitude and the
longitude, and
searching for a key forward-agreeing with
the character string from a storage unit in
which information is stored in a manner cor-
related with a key.

12. The information management apparatus according
to Claim 11, the procedure further comprising:

dividing a range into a plurality of increment re-
gions according to precision of the latitude and
longitude used for specification of the range
when the search request has been received, the
search request including information indicating
the range being specified with latitude and lon-
gitude as the position information; and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue of each of the plurality of increment regions,
and the longitude minimum value of each of the
plurality of increment regions,
wherein the generating of a character string to
generate a plurality of the one character strings
as to each of the latitude minimum value, and
the longitude minimum value included in the
group, and
wherein the searching to search a key forward-
agreeing with each of the one character strings
generated as to each of the latitude minimum
values and each of the longitude minimum val-
ues.

13. The information management apparatus according
to Claim 12, wherein the generating a group com-
prises:

integrating an increment region group making
up another increment region with upper digits
than the precision being taken as increments of
the plurality of increment regions included in the
range, as the other increment region, and
generating a group of the latitude minimum val-
ue and longitude minimum value of an increment
region not included in the increment region

group, and the latitude minimum value and lon-
gitude minimum value of the other increment re-
gion of the plurality of increment regions.
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